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So what are the fifties all about?You detect you recognize extra lifeless humans than ever
before.You imagine you are by no means too outdated to be cool, healthy and healthy. now not
true!Some of you're already beginning to glance old, think previous and act old.How decades of
caliber existence do you've left? The fifties could be the final interval on your existence that
you'll be capable of opposite a few of the harm you might have performed in earlier years.If you
do not do it now, will probably be approximately very unlikely to do within the subsequent
decade.In ten years what percentage of your contemporaries will not be here?Is there a
fountain of youth?Will your marriage survive?When does menopause start?How approximately
andropause (the actual identify for male menopause)? such a lot men do not know it exists. they
simply decline and develop into that grumpy outdated man.Are there treatments for the
hormonal decline that's inevitable in either males and women?You don't desire to exist with a
lifetime of continual sickness and misery.Join the small yet smarter extra diligent staff of parents
who're going to alter their lives for the higher by way of following the recommendation in Fifty
Something.Observations, interviews and broad learn are hired to provide the reader an strange
perception into the method of passing throughout the fifties.You can move it alone, otherwise
you can take a consultant with you. you could maintain Fifty whatever in your evening desk and
lookup the issues which are vital to you as they're encountered, otherwise you can fall asleep in
the dead of night approximately your very existence. You decide.Because the second one half
existence quite will be higher than the 1st half.Fifty anything has answers.
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